California State News
A PROTEST

Although at one time automotive engineer Robert L. Bishop had not received a formal greeting from former Ford W. Cramer, presently president of the International Union of Automobile Workers, Michigan State unionists feel that Mr. Cramer is responsible for the situation existing in reference to the closedMichigan State shop. The student complaint is in reference to the closing of the State shop for the second time since the unionists have been in the laboratories.

The Michigan State claims that although it is the practice to close the State shop for the second time since the unionists have been in the laboratories, the hours of work have been reduced from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. to 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The students feel that the closing of the State shop is nothing more than a preventive measure to prevent the students from learning how to operate the machinery and that the closing of the shop is nothing more than a precautionary measure to prevent the students from learning how to operate the machinery.
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Befor town Janit Lessons Social Interest Over Week-End: DeMohen Party Draws From State Campus

A Phi Chi Omega, Rho Phi, Alpha Gamma Phe, Lambda Chi Alpha, and Delta Alpha Stage Fraternity

The activities were immediately announced to the members of the organizations on the week-end. Varsity activities were planned to be performed, and the Union activities were arranged for.

Womans Building

Adopts Innovation for Coed Benefit

Open Studio Hall and Lounges

Room in Basement of

December

Women's Building

Announced Official Meeting Tuesday

Dorothy Prida

Elected to Office of

Home Ec Group

Y.W.C.A. Committee

Will Hold Meeting

In People Church

Miss Peve

Miss Peve

The Gold Diggers

The Lid's Off on Laughs!

2nd Preliminary Tonight

Beauty Contest

Entire New Group of Girls

Nate Fry's

The Gold Diggers

Roses for Everyone

On the Scene - Broadway Cans

Daniels Marshall Weller Woolsey

Dixiana

Flower Queen

Will Be Selected Tonight

Nate Fry's

The Gold Diggers

Roses for Everyone Attending on the Scene

The Lid's Off on Laughs!

Come on down - and learn from the kids! Coed boys "what are we doing called cut?"

Fifi Dorsay

Marilyn Denis

Cody Edwards

Hotel Olds

GEO. L. CROCKER, Manager
Spartans Return After Being Nosed Out by Georgetown

STATE ELEVEN LOSES BY LONE POINT IN NIGHT GRID CONTEST WHEN LATE RALLY FALLS SHORT

FALL TRACK MEET STARTS THIS WEEK

CROSS COUNTRY TEAM BEATEN BY WOLVERINES

Two Long Gains by "Thrill-a-Game" Scale. First More Quarterback Spits 14 to 13 Defeat. Pass Low Usually Nearly Even Score

Back from their invasion into the state where the Michigan State eleven was nosed out by the University of George town, the Spartans return to the gridiron this week to meet the standard of the Big Ten. The team is scheduled for a first-round match-up with Indiana State at the Michigan State stadium. The first contest in the series, scheduled for Saturday, will be a battle for the championship of the state. Michigan State eleven is favored to win, but the Spartans are determined to do their best. The game will be played under the lights of the stadium, with the home team hoping for a victory over the visiting team. The Spartan eleven is well-coached and is expected to put up a good fight against the powerful Wolverines. The game is scheduled for 7:30 p.m. and admission will be $2.00 for adults and $1.00 for students.